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Fuzzy Logic and Probability Applications: A Practical GuideSIAM, 2002

	Probability theory and fuzzy logic are the principal components of an array of methodologies
	for dealing with problems in which uncertainty and imprecision play important roles.
	In relation to probability theory, fuzzy logic is a new kid on the block. As such, it has been
	and continues to be, though to a lesser degree, an object of...
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Learn Java for Web Development: Modern Java Web DevelopmentApress, 2014

	Web development is still one of today's most popular, active, and important programming and development activities. From a single web page to an e-commerce-enabled web site to a fully-fledged web application, the Java programming language and its frameworks allow you great...
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Persistence in PHP with Doctrine ORMPackt Publishing, 2013

	This book is designed for PHP developers and architects who want to modernize their skills through better understanding of Persistence and ORM. You'll learn through explanations and code samples, all tied to the full development of a web application.


	Overview

	
		Develop a fully functional Doctrine-backed...
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Project Arcade: Build Your Own Arcade MachineJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is a culmination of five years of research into the subject of interfacing genuine arcade controls to computers. It is a polished and portable companion to the author’s Web site, the Build Your Own Arcade Controls FAQ (BYOAC), located at www.arcadecontrols.com/. Most of the research and information for this book came from the Web,...
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IP Routing FundamentalsCisco Press, 1999
A comprehensive ntroduction to routing concepts and protocols in IP networks.

	Comprehensive review of the operational mechanics of today's leading routing protocols, including IGRP, EIGRP, OSPF, RIP, and RIP-2
	Detailed explanation of IP addressing, including classful and classless addresses, subnetting,...
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Visual Perception and Robotic Manipulation: 3D Object Recognition, Tracking and Hand-Eye CoordinationSpringer, 2006
As autonomous robots expand into the service domain, new solutions to the challenge of operating in domestic environments must be developed. Widespread adoption of service robots demands high robustness to environmental change and operational wear, and minimal reliance on application specific knowledge. As such, rich sensing modalities such as...
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Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Welcome to the Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 Bible. We are so excited about this release of the SharePoint technologies as there is a great deal that is included with this product that the realm of what is possible is enormous. Web content management, records management, workflow, and business intelligence as...
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Gitolite EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage powerful branch and user access control with Git for your own private collaborative repositories


	Overview

	
		Learn to manage the many repositories and the users accessing these repositories in the Git server
	
		Walks you through the most important ideas and concepts in Gitolite supported...
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Python Machine Learning CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	100 recipes that teach you how to perform various machine learning tasks in the real world


	About This Book

	
		Understand which algorithms to use in a given context with the help of this exciting recipe-based guide
	
		Learn about perceptrons and see how they are used to build neural...
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3D Game Programming All in OneCourse Technology PTR, 2006
Are you an aspiring game developer with a great idea, but no practical knowledge for turning that idea into reality? 3D Game Programming All in One is the comprehensive guide you need! This new edition updates the original coverage with the latest version of Torque from GarageGames, and provides the very best tools available to the Indie game...
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Android Arcade Game App: A Real World Project - Case Study ApproachApress, 2012


	Welcome to Android Arcade Game App. In this book, you will learn how to

	create an Android arcade-style game “from project to publish.” While I will walk

	you through solutions to some gaming development problems, this book is not

	necessarily for beginner developers.





	You chose this book because you are...
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Make: Paper Inventions: Machines that Move, Drawings that Light Up, and Wearables and Structures You Can Cut, Fold, and RollMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		Paper is amazing stuff. It's cheap, easy to use, and easy to recycle. It's lightweight and easy to cut or tear--but incredibly strong when folded, layered, or rolled. It can stand stiff as a board, pop up like a spring, or hang softly like a silk scarf. It's disposable, but it can last for centuries. Its surface can be...
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